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"Way too short." This was the theme of the reviews before I started playing and after completing the Lost Morsel, that review is
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accurate to a T. Extremely disappointing in terms of value of money to content ratio. Will NOT recommend unless they add in
free DLCs to this expansion. To be honest. this is barely an expansion. The festive DLC was much better.. I hate to give it a
negative review. But 6 additional levels for 5 bucks is just to less. I had hoped for a new equaly campain map as the main story.
There are new mechanics to the maps that makes the maps interessting but thats it, just 6 levels . Sorry, i had more hopes for the
DLCs, after the 6th level i felt betrayed somehow. The levels are not bad. but you know the "free" winter level has the same
"amout" of levels. So you make your decision if you want it.. very short for its pricetag, no new mechanics, no new recipes, just
6 more basic levels.. As everyone else say, it's super short and not satisfying. A few minor new mechanics to change things up,
but really not worth more than $2.. 6 overly simplistic levels. Not even as fun as the ones from the core game. I hope they add
more free levels to this DLC.
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